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Snowfall
The snow hastens
to earth,
only to surrender
uniqueness to a
warm pane.
The colors outside
disappear
as all consent
to hide
the different faces
of the town
beneath one mask.
For now,
to be forgotten
is distinction enough.
And as the soft descent
continues,

ntl\ts torm m
the mind that
keep close
th ~ passing
snowfall
serenity .

" Snowfall" will appear in a
stream of dreams by Michael F .
McAuliffe to be published this
summer by Seabound Press.

Virginia Politics Forum Held Today
BY GERRY GRAY

" The Future of Virginia
Politics" kicks off what spo,!sors
hope will be a permanent series of
forum
discussions
at
MarshalI-Wyth~ .

.

The diSCUSSIOn wIll be held
Thursday, January 29 a t 4 p' . ~: in
rOQm 124. An informal, IIvmg
room " f?rmat is planned, says
Susan WmchelI, current head of
the Marshall-Wythe Young
Demoorats. .

The progr a m is being cosponsored by the Young
Democrats and the College
Republicans club. Two more
discussions one on national
political parties and another on national defense, are in the planning
stages and tentatively scheduled
for later in the semester.
College Republicans ViceChairman Ray Suttle stresses that
the success of this inaugural
discussion will determine whether
a permanent program can be
. established at Marshall-Wythe.
The idea for a forum discussion
was originally presented to Dean
Sullivan, who suggested that the
project might be expanded to an
a nnual event, simular to lecture
series instituted at other law
schools, 'Suttle says .

One of the strong points of this
discussion is that the four participants strike a balance between
acamedicians and political party
spokesmen, says Suttle.
Donald Huffman, chairman of
the Republican Party of Virginia ,
and George Stoddart, former
press secretary to Governor
Charles S. Robb, represent an
authoritative insider's view on
each of the major parties.
Professor Larry Sabato, of the
University of Virginia , and Tyler
Whitney, political reporter for the
Richmond Times-Dispatch, bring
a more academic perspective to
the meeting.
Ernie Gates, editorial page
editor of the Newport Daily News,
will be the mq<ierator.

" We wanted state officials, who
would have more drawing power
than local party figures , that way
we hope to get more recognition
for the program," says Suttle.
Winchell says one goal of the
program is to foster enlightenment
of the political process, particularly in an era when both major parties are being forced to re-evaluate
their positions on many issues due
to the growing number of post-WW
II constituents.
Suttle says the timing of the
discussion is excellent both for the
participants and sponsoring clubs.
" The [Republican] club doesn't
do much at this time of the year,
between elections. We don't have
the time like the undergraduate
-lub·does to do a lot of campaign

work, so we try to work more with
the academic aspects," he says.
T/1is is also the down time for
party spokesmen, which makes it
easier for party spokesman and
analysts to address long-term
goals and strategies, in addition to
topiCS such as women and minority memberships , Suttle said.
The clubs were pleased to get an
official party spokesman, rather
than a public official who would be
less qualified to speak on party affars. Suttle added that while the
Democratic party chairman is
unable to attend , his office
responded positively to the event
and was helpful in suggesting an
.
alternative speaker.
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Surry
After the near-meltdown of the Three Mile Island
Nuclear Power Plant, nuclear power bashing became
popular. The movies "The China Syndrome" and "No
Nukes" were released and countless demonstrations were
held at the Seabrook Nuclear Power Plant in New Hampshire. In 1980-81, the anti-nuclear movement began to
focus on nuclear weapons, and the nuclear power issue
slipped into relative obscurity. With the meltdown of a
reactor at the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant, observers
have returned to questioning the safety and efficacy of
nuclear power. To a certain extent, the debate over
nuclear power has a trendy atmosphere about it, appearing and disappearing based on outside events. In effect,
there has been no sustained popular concern over nuclear
power, a fact attributable to the perceived day-to-day
safeness of American nuclear power plants. Well,
Williamsburg should not have the luxury of such a
perception.

Every year · the citizens of Williamsburg receive
lovely, full-colo~ calendars, compliments of Virginia
Power and the Surry Nuclear Power Plant. These calendars include information about radiation exposure and
evacuation routes. The Surry Nuclear Power Plant con-'
ducts practice alerts every couple of weeks, and the
residents of Williamsburg listen with laughable ease to
the alarm sirens.

In December, four Surry workers were burned to
death when a hot water pipe ruptured. These fatalities
bring the total number of deaths at Surry to nine, the
highest, by far, of any nuclear plant in the U.S. The high
number of deaths at Surry does not necessarily mean that
the plant is more susceptible to a catastrophic nuclear
accident than any other American plant. Something is
wrong with the Surry plant, whether in the way it was
designed or in the way it is managed. Regardless of the
particular flaw at Surry, the citizens of Williamsburg
should exhibit a sustained interest in the continued operations of that facility . Williamsburg is within the evacuation zone, and if any changes are to be made at Surry,
Williamsburg's citizenry must playa more active role in
monitoring Surry until the plant is either made safe or
dismantled.

Virginia Power recently requested a rate increase
from the State Corporation Commission in order to recoup
costs incurred in the wake of the December accident. (In
all probability, a new definition for the word " chutzpah"
has been created.) In order to demonstrate to Richmond
and Virginia Power Williamsburg's concern over the
Surry Nuclear Power Plant, The Advocate hereby advocates that all the citizens of Williamsburg deduct the
percentage of Virginia Power's rate increase from their
monthly electric bills.

-JDK

Counter-Cojones
To The Editor:
The first time that I read Damian Horne's " Cojones" column
of 'November 13 I was outraged.
"Women come to law school to get
married" - what a pile. Then, a
Woman tried to talk me out of feeling insulted. At that point I didn't
know whether to be angrier at Mr.
Horne, for his commentary, or this
unidentified female student for
taking it.
I decided that being angry at her
was useless. If she did not understand the implications of the column, it is probably because she
has been lucky up to now. I know
that she will understand the first
time that a business associate, to
whom she feels equal, asks her to
get him coffee, or makes some inappropriate suggestions. So, I
have decided to turn my attention
to Mr. Horne.
Upon reading the column over a
few times, I was still offended, but
I tried to look at it from a more
journalistic point of view . I must
admit, I think that his observation
about the lack of grafitti in the
women's bathroom is an interesting one; what I don't understand is the point of using it to in- .
sult almost half the population of
the school.
What is least understandable is
that Horne gets printed, week
after week . The most comttlon ex-

Mr. Horne, may I suggest an
alternate interpretation of your interesting observation? Perhaps
your "poor slobs" are writing on
the 'walls because they don't have
the cojones to " spout off" . And
maybe, as you are spending so
much time in the toilet, the problem is that you are full of sh-.
Amy Greer Cook

Cheap Shot
Dear Ms . Cook :
Do not read this!! I'm warning
you! What follows is trashy,
unoriginal, insulting, and not the
least bit funny ... Are you still
reading? Better stop! You gone?
No!? Last chance! !
OK. .. I'd like my coffee with
cream. No sugar. Please hurry. I
have an appointment in stall 3.
Damian T. Horne
'frl

Disgusted
Editors: :

Proposal
Dear Editors:
A Not-So-Modest Proposal
To The Jonathan Not-So-Swifts
of the Law School Faculty

Like most first year students, I
spent Christmas vacation anxiously awaiting January 19th, the day
that grades from last semester
were due to be submitted. When
that much anticipated Monday
finally arrived, I made my
pilgrimage to the Wailing Wall of
Williamsburg only to find it bare.
Where were all the grades?
Now, more than a week after the
deadline, some grades still have
not been posted, creating a situation of desperate proportions.
Admittedly, the problem pales
slightly in comparison to the
Potato Famine of 18th century
Ireland, but in the best interests of
our instructors, equally desperate
measures are called for.
Mter all, law professors need to
learn to respect deadlines. What
will happen to them when they get
out into the real world if we don't
instill some sense of discipline in
them now? If a judge says the motions are due at 9:00 Monday morning, he doesn't mean a week from
Thursday!
Perhaps I am sermonizing no
more than our own Legal Writing
syUabus WhiCh remmOS us , .. ...
courts are very impatient with attorneys who miss deadlines . Turn
in your assignments when they are
due." Putting all concern for our
own mental anxiety aside ,
students have a responsibility to
instill a reverence for promptness
in their professors.
May I modestly propose a
remedy? To modify the Legal
Writing Rule, instructors "will be
penalized for all late work" by INCREASING all'. their late exam
scores "to the tune of ten points (or
one letter grade) per day ." Well,
yes, this action does sound a bit
drastic at first, but to benefit our
instructors later in life, can we
really afford to do any less?
.
Steven M. Mister
First Year

cuse I hear is that he gets printed
I sat in a seat in Room 120 today
because there is nothing else to for 50 minutes. Under the desk
print; not enough people write for area where I sat was well over a
the paper. Who would want to if pack of gum, chewed and stuck
this is an example of what merits below. I was sure a prerequisite of
a weekly column? I thought that acceptance to law school was
such columns were supposed to be graduation from college. Not so!
rewarded to the best. Horne's col- We must have some grade
umn demeans the newspaper, and schoolers in our midst. They may
in doing so deprecates everything look like college graduates. They
the newspaper represents. I do not may have college degrees. But
believe that a poorly written, con- they are children just the same,
sistently offensive column speaks lacking respect for school properto me, or for me, as a student at ty and other students. Grow up! As
Marshall-Wythe, and I resent that an adult, I do not appreciate my
implication.
leg becoming stuck to the bottom
" It's funny " - is the second of the desk. I am disgusted to think
most popular excuse for Horne's any of my future colleagues are so
column and its consistently in- infantile. Enough said!
sulting content and tone. I could
Julie A. Currin
accept that - if it were true. Un3L
fortunately, like every bad joke,
the punch line is, at best, disap- I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
pointing. This particular attempt
at humor is not even original!
If humor isn't funny, it's pointless ; if it's insulting, why subject
those being insulted? Perhaps the
walls of the men's room are a
more appropriate forum .
.
o/Iarshall-J,f/ythe School of Law
While revealing his own pen- j
chant for trash, Mr. Horne all but
Williamsburg , VA 23185
suggested that the single women EDITORS IN CHIEF ........ .... ............. Melanie Morgan & J.D . Klein
students shut up and fix their hair, I News Editor ........... .. ............ .... ................................. Liz Kauffman
or was it speak out and stay Business Manager ........ .................. .... ... .................... Susan Hubona
single? This, based on the fact that Sports Editor ...... .. ..... .. ..... .... .... ... ...... .... .. .. ... ... ... ............ Bill Power
there is no graffiti in the women's Copy Editor .............. ...... .. .. ... ....... .. .. .. ........... ...... ... .... .... Ann Finan
bathroom?! If there were grafitti Columnists .... ... .......... .. .Doug Klein, Damian Horne, Layne Russell
in the women's bathroom would Reporters .... ... .. ... ... .... .... David Coffman, Jeff Porter, H. Kimberlie
Mr. Horne believe that women are '
.
Young, Rob Morris, Gerry Gray, Rob Laney,
at law school for a legal '
Mike McAuliffe, Steve Mulroy
education?
Photographers ................ ..... .. .................. ..Lee Bender, Mark Raby
Horne probably wonders what Cartoonist ........ ... .. .. .... ... ... : ... .. .. .. ........ ... ........ ......... Wayne Melnick
married women are doing here at Production Staff .. ......... Greg Paw, Robert Sheldon, Ray Gallagher,
all- as we have husbands to keep
Amy Birkimer, Cheri Lewis
us out of the law libraries - comPubl ished every other Thursday durin g the academic year except during expeting with all of these present and
am and vacation periods . Funded in part by the Publicat ions Counci l of the Col ·
lege of William and Mary.
future husbands who will need to
Opinions expressed in this newspaper do not necessarily represent those
support their " primping" wives .

I

TheAdvocate

I

of the entire editorial board or of the students, faculty or administration of the
Marshall·Wythe School of Law .
Printed by the Virginia Gazette .
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Computer
Crimes
To the Editor :
Seldom have I been more forcefully reminded of the number of
truly crass people in this world
than I was the other day . On
November 11 , two or three other
students and I had the " pleasure"
of seeing a first year, in effect,
threatened with being a~cused of
an honor code violation in our very
own library 's computer room . To
avoid embarrassing anyone, I will
refer to the participants in the
scene as Cutie Pie, whiny Witch ,
and nasty Troll.
Cutie Pie was working on
finishing up his Closed Memo for
Legal Writing . It was due at 5 :00
that afternoon. Cutie Pie had signed up for "time on one of the PCs
and had been given Wordstar 4 by
the desk attendant in Circulation.
Whiny Witch was signed up for PC
4. She also wanted to use Wordstar
and she had a lready created a
ruckus at the circulation desk
because no Wordstar programs
were available (one was inoperative, another was missing,
and the rest were in use).
Somewhere along the way,
whiny Witch and nasty Troll got
together. At approximately 3:30
they entered the Computer Room.
One presumes they wanted to CODv ince anyone in there who was using Wordstar but not actually signed up for a computer to let whiny
Witch have the Wordstar
program.
Tne unsuspecung Cutie- Pie told
them that he was using Wordstar
4, but that he was signed up for
computer time. At this point, nasty Troll took it upon himself to

create a new Honor Code violation.
For those of you who did not know
it before, it is now an Honor Code
violation, per nasty Troll, to use
any Words tar program in a computer other than that which has a
corresponding number. In other
words, if you sign up for PC4, you
had better be using Wordstar 4 (or
SAMNA 4) in that computer.
Of course, this new violation was
news to me, as I am sure it is to
you. I read through the Honor
Code during my first year, and I
thought it was directed at lying,
cheating and stealing - in all their '
many disguises. I also work in the
library and I do not recollect ever
having seen any notice of such a
regulation.
Meanwhile, poor Cutie Pie was ,
I am certain, rather rattled, considering that his Memo was due at
5: 00 and whiny Witch was insisting
that her paper was due at 4:00.
Even though he was not buying the
honor code violation bit, Cutie Pie
very courteously and considerately turned the Wordstar 4 program
over to whiny Witch because her
paper was due first.
. The only saving grace to the incident was seeing that not
everyone is as unpleasant as
whiny Witch and nasty Troll. What
is regrettable, however, is that
anyone, especially someone working under pressure to meet a deadline, should be subjected to such
uncalled for and false accusations.
Incidents of this sort denigrate the
Honor Code.
While I disagree with several of
the uses to which the Honor Code
is put at this school, I do believe it
is basically a good idea. Therefore,
I hope everyone who reads this
will join me in condemning those
who twist the Honor Code to serve
their own purposes.
Joyce L. Redos, Second Year

Reckless
Disregard
To The Advocate :
The juxtaposition was startling.
The " front page" Advocate article
on the Cravath. Swaine & Moore
partner and the'''front page" New
York Times Book Review. In the
latter , Renata Adler reviewed
Reckless Disregard, a book about
the Westmoreland and Sharon
cases and the handling of such
litigation by Cravath and, by implication, of other similar firms .
In the Advocate article, I read
such phrases as : " comfortable
with oneself and with others
generally" and " a certainty in
one's work and personal life."
The Times review spoke of :
an « almost mindless aggressiveness" in the defense team
that resulted in often farcical
transcripts of witnesses ' obfuscation , self-contradiction
and seemingly bald lies .
recurrent demonstrations of
nastiness that included the
deliberate
baiting
of
witnesses , boorish disrespect
for opposing lawyers and an
overall pattern of " incivility"
that has come to characterize
what Mrs . Adler sees as " the
Cravath style."
It's [being represented by
Cravathllike having a pack of
dobermans, who are clamouring to be unleased.
Which de.<;rriplinn rnnrp ::ll'l'ur::lte-

ly describes the reality? It made
me wonder about the role models
we provide in law school.
Sincerely,
John Levy

Way neb u rg ~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:f~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:r~:~:~:~:~:~:~:; r~:;:~:; r;t; ; :; : ;: :·.
By Wayne Melnick

Cojones
By Damian Horne
Student parking got smaller this
semester. Pissed-off sources inform me that the faculty and staff
number approximately 46-give or
take a maid-but their alloted parking spaces number over 70. What
the Hell ? The Dean buy a Winnebago? Did Follansbee trade in
his Opus-look-a-like bow tie for a
tour bus, or is Williamson going to
get a Peterbilt? I think faculty and
staff parking should be moved
close to 199, for several excellent
reasons : first, there are very few
faculty and staff members who
are so svelte that they couldn't use
the walk, and second, when they
start throwing things at each other
prior to staff meetings - as they are
apparently want to do - the
chances of hitting a law student
are decreased, while conversely
increasing the odds of braining
some South Henry delingquent on
his way to burglarize the coffee
fund. A social good is affected
either way.
Furthermore, with faculty parking closer to the graveyard, I'll
have more time to sit in the lounge
and warm up for such heavyweights as Lawyering Process,
Post Conviction Assistance Program, and, You-Could-Be-DeadAnd-StiIl-Get-A-"C" Separation of
Powers and the 4th Branch. I
figure it is my little part in improving the student/teacher relationship here at Marshall-Wythe. No
Intellectual Property professor is
going to mistake me for No-Snow
Brian Fowler this semester. No
way! I've got P-Cap, a course that
requires my presence at the prison
... . Let someone else worry about
the intricacies of Debtor-Creditor;
I'll be at the Big House trying to
look through the seams separating
Gigi Schneppet's overburdened
blouse buttons while she leans over
to listen to some creep snivel about
his bad rap. Ain't gonna be no Linda Butler for T and E, either.

Some second year dweeb will have
to suffer the indignity of that
Novelette she fancies as a final
question .... I"d r a ther keep my
gay little journal for Touchy Feely
Law and think inanities with which
to torture Ms. Tilton - she's a
physician you know .
But tha t's not the best of it. No
anorexic cynicism from Coven. no
8-in-the-morning roll call with
Felton, no caffeine saturation
prior to LeBel, no weird digressions courtesy of CoIl ins , no
Commie-Pinko tax lesson from
Lee, and thank God for small
favors , someone else will have to
risk reading the Nutshell for
Rendleman.
My schedule had only one drawback. Legal Aid Clinic. God, if
there had been just one, then I
could ha ve stood it, but there was
a veritable horde of below-thepoverty-line miscreants who
wanted me to figure out some way
they could get out of paying rent,
child support, C&P , the local
Heroin dealer , a nd Columbia
Record a nd Tape Club. Who gives
a crap !? Law Students Involved in
the Commllllity. the organizational
Brainchild of Stay-Puff Marshmallows Kathy Hessler a nd Mara
Clariett? What is the matter,
Hardees not hiring anymore ?
These people forget the way to the
local recruiting station where they
can ask for something in electronics ?
Needless to say, I'm out of that
nij!htmare. and if the faculty
would quit bringing one and a half
cars to Work every day , then I will
ha ve finally arri ved . .. . No parking down on the South Forty, no
Socratic Horsepucky, no finals , no
seminar papers , and no Pro Bono
for the Mothers of 7-11 Stick-up artists. Just me, Howard van Dine,
and the 91 2 hours that separate us
from Jim Bucknam's iobby sitting
record.
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Black History
Celebration
February is Black History Month . To celebrate this occasion, the
Black Students Association CBLSA ) will sponsor a program entitled
" Black America ns: Centuries of Struggle a nd Change ." Dr. Benjamin
Hooks, the Executive Director of the NAACP , will be the guest speaker.
The program will be held at 7:00 p.m. on February 13, 1987 a t the Campus Center Ballroom.

Ask the Advocate

!

Q : Why are broken cha irs just left laying ar ound on the patio? Isn't

it someone 's job to clea n them up?
A: The Advocate asked Floyd Turbo, Specia l Assistant to the Dean of
Furniture. about the broken chairs and chair par t 'n the lounge and
patio and he explained that it was out of his jurisdiction. "The lounge
and patio chairs are a n a utonomous politica l nation withi n the law
school ," he explained, "sort the the sa me as Irela nd is to the British
Kingdom ." Turbo stated that the chairs have their own law and their
own penal system. The broken cha irs. it seems , are the subject of
the chairs' primitive system of retributive justice and a re left around
as an example to the other cha irs . " It's a cruel system. by our
sta ndards ," says Turbo, " but who are we to judge? "
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Toxic ·Torts
Hawaiian Shirt Day

By Doug K lein
.< Eds. Note: The author of this
column has disappeared. The Advocate and The United States
Coast Guard ha~ initiated a
search to find him. Although they
have used stuffed cabbage. stupid
hats, and revealing photos of
Nastassja Kinski to try to locate
Klein, he remains missing. The
Advocate's crack investigative
team searched Klein's apartment
and found the following excerpt in
his typewriter. )
I first noticed something was
wrong when my mother did not go
to her regular Saturday night mah
jongg game. She claimed one of
the regular players, Estelle
Rabinowitz, had to go out of town .
What mother neglected to tell me
was that Estelle had been ordered
back to headquarters by her
superiors .
Mah jongg is ostensibly an ancient Chinese game played almost
exclusively by middle-aged Jewish
ladies . When I ask my mother
what the game entails, she looks
around nervously and usually says
something to the effect that it involves tiles and cards. The women
in my mother's mah jongg circle
(or more accurately. conspiracy )
supposedly wager quarters and
other token bets on their games.
Over Christmas break. I discovereEl that my mother had siphoned
off all my money. certificates of
deposit. United States Savings
Bonds. and stamp collection. She

claimed she had just borrowed it
to use at mah jongg and that she
would win it back any day .
The fact that my mother had
become amah jongg junkie troubled me deeply, but nothing could
prepare me for the sinister things
I was to learn next. First, I went
to answer the phone in my
mother 's room one day over
break. As the conversation over
the phone dragged, I flipped
through the magazines in the
basket at the bedside. Among the
Ladies' Home Journals and
Changing Times was a tattered,
dog-eared copy of Mao's little red
book. Second, I found a dark gray
Mao jacket hanging in the hall
closet. Written on the label beneath " Made in Beijing" was the
single word '·Anne. " Third, we
were eating dinner one night. Leftovers , as usual. We were watch- .
ing "The NBC Nightly News With
Tom Brokaw." One of the
reporters mentioned that it was
probable that Oliver North had
sole knowledge of the entire IranContra ScandaL Then I heard my
mother mutter, " North was a
dupe. We used him. " Fourth, I
found several rounds of
(Eds. : The report ends here.
Sta ins from either blood or Lea &
Pen'ins Steak Sauce were found on
the bottom of the page.)
Next Week: Oral Roberts wants
$1.25 by ThurSday.
.

What kind of people wear Hawaiian shirts in December? Members
of the Don Ho· Fan Club and law students trying to prove some
obscure point. Above, Curtis Massey , Al Albiston, Mara Clarriett,
Lee Bendel', and Tom Maloney WOl'e Hawaiian shirts one day last
December just to be different.

Job Alternatives
For Law Students

Guest Editorial

By LAYNE RUSSELL

Sno\'\' Fallout
By Michael McAuliffe
With snow blanketing most of
the eastern United States ,
thousands of children are enjoying
an " Indian" winter break. To the
children the unexpected freedom
is simply fun . To school administrators the closing of classes
represents a measured, deliberate
dose of safety.

But to the law school community. the snow marks confusion.
frustration and, to some, a distinct
safety concern. At present, no
coherent weather policy exists at
Marshall-Wythe to effectively address the potential safety hazards
confronting the large number of
commuting law students. A
reasonable. prudent policy should
be implemented that would allow
law students to have reasonable
expectations concerning class
cancellations and, in general. the
need to travel to schooL

Ideally. law students should be
aware of the weather policy and
have access to the decisions pursuant to the policy. The administration, on the law school or
college level. is in a position to help
minimize the adverse safety impact of extreme weather.

The need seems apparent from
the results of the snowstorm. The
proposed weather policy is not to
ensure absolute safety of students
but to provide an overt, reasonable
weather policy that does not
hinder safety.
The implementation of a
weather polic) represents a
choice- one of concern rather than
confusion. That is an easy choice
'
for me.

If law school students were
asked what the foremost thing on
their minds was at this time of
year. many would probably say
that their primary concern is to
find a summer or full-time position
for the upcoming year. Jobs are
the concern of all the students. We
look anxiously at the placement
ooards hoping to find a firm coming to campus that would please
our interests. We long to see our
name among the various lists of interviewing firms .
But jobs are not the sole issue at
stake. What is often associated
with our interests is what kind of
prestige will I get in a certain position or with a certain firm . Unfortunately, this kind of thinking narrows one's field of potential. If I
look for a job with a firm that must
pay me a certain amount or have
offices on Wall Street or in several
major cities, then I may be
sacrificing the potential of my enjoying my work, Dr being comfortable with what I am doing, with
whom I am working and often
most important for whom I am
working. Along with money and
prestige there should be a balance
of self-respect, job satisfaction a
feeling of accomplishment, a~d
other healthy factors .in one:s
employment.

At this time, however, not many
can sit down and decide exactly
what they wish or what they need
from their job as an attorney. Will
I like working in a large, medium ,
or small firm? Would I like to work
in a plaintiff's firm , a plaintiff/defendant's firm, or a defendant's firm? Would a small town
or large town be better? East or
west, which is my preference?
However, one choice that many
do not even consider as an option
is a position in the public
assistance area . Working in public
interest firms means that some
considerations of social well-being
have been involved in my employment decision. Not only have I considered my pay, my status, my job
flexibility, and other factors, but
my concern for socie ty has
sharpened my desire to work to
stop toxic waste pollution, to bring
aid to poor families who are refused treatment on the doorsteps
of hospitals, to advocate the rights
of elderly people who are discriminated against by employers, and
other such issues of public
concern.
Often a student will not even
consider such a career move.
Public interest firms do not pay as
much as private firms. Those with
loans after graduation face almost
immediate payments and finding

a job that will cover one's expenses is often top at the list of considerations. However, many legal
aid, environmental or other public
interest firms begin starting pay
at $18,000 with large incremental
jumps in pay over the following
years . Also, many public interest
firms are located in areas where
the cost of living is far below that
of other areas. Savings in living
costs may well offset any need for
additional pay. Also, almost all
public interest firms have excellent fringe benefits such as
health care and leave time.
But whatever the scope of your
search for employment, whether
for just one summer or permanently, the important decision
to make is to at least consider
alternate careers in law besides
the area of private practice. Not
only will you open up your chance
to find other areas of service to
your community and society, but
possibly. find a position where,
although it pays less money, the
work will bring more job satisfaction, self-respect, and freedom to
work in various concerns of social
impact. The least you can do is
consider it and determine whether
such an option is viable in relation
to your needs and wishes. Such a
consideration may reward you
"" jth a.1ifetime of benefits besides
that higher salary. -
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The Advocate Reader's Poll
Lou Harris can do it. Gallup can do it. CBS/New York
Times can do it. Now, The Advocate does it as well.
Welcome to the first Advocate Readers' Poll in the history
of civilization. The poll is entertaining easy to fill out,
and contains several great pick-up lines. The instructions
are as follows:
1) Everyone can fill it out.
2) Use a pen.

The L aw

36. How would you characterize
the student-faculty relationship at M-W? •
_ _ friendly
_ _ cordial
_ _ professional
_ _ strained
_ _ hostile

1. Are you a
_ _ 1st Year
_ _ 2nd Year
_ _ 3rd Year
_ _ Faculty
_ _ Staff

_ _ Undergraduate
2. If you had to do it again, would
you go to law school?
_ _ Yes
o
4. On a scale of 1-10, how would
you rate Marshall-Wythe compared with other law schools?
5. On a scale of 1-10, how would
you rate William and Mary as
a university? _ _
6. On a scale of 1-10, how would

you rate Williamsburg? _ _

7. How would you describe M-

W's faculty as a group :
_ _ Superlative
_ _ Excellent
_ _ Very Good
_ _ Good
_ _ Average .~
_ _ Below Average
_ _ Unsatisfactory
8. Do you approve of Dean

Sullivan's job performance?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
9. Do you approve of Vice Dean
Williamson's
job
performance?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No

13. If a third year, do you have a
job or similar arrangement
after graduation?
10. Do you approve of Dean
_ _ Yes
Galloway's job performance?
o
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
45. Do you approve of Dean Geoff
Follonsbee 's
job
performance?
52. What salary do you see
Yes
yourself making
o
In 5 years? _ _
_ _ Don' t know who Dean
In
10 years? _ _
F.ollonsbee is

An Opportunity
to Speak Out
on Important
Issues

3) Rip the page out of The Advocate
4) Insert it in the large black box in front of the SBA
office.
5) Comply with these instructions by Thursday,
February 5, 1987.
Remember: fill it out and sent it in. If you don t play, you
can't win .

11. Do you approve of Dean
Kaplan s job performance?
_ _ Yes
__

0

12. If you are a second year. do
you have a summer clerkship?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
33. Is becoming a partner in a law
firm your career goal?
_ _ yes
_ _ no
_ _ not sure
34. Do you view the law as more
of a vehicle for social change
or as a means for making
money?
_ _ social change
_ _ money
_ _ both
_ _ neither
35. How much time per week do
you put into serious lobby
sitting?
_ _ not enough
_ _ 1-5 hours
_ _ 5-10 hours
_ _ 10-20 hours
_ _ more than 20 hours
42. Do you like dogs ?
_ _ Yes
_ _ I don't know any dogs
3. If you had to go to law school
again , would you go to
Marshall-Wythe?
_ _ Yes
o

54. Has your impression of 61. What bugs you most abou
Marshall-Wythe?
lawyers changed since law
_ _ Williamsburg
school and how ?
_ _ Difficulty of CourSE
_ _ Better
Work
_ _ Worse
_ _ Professors
_ _ Some
_ _ Small Size of the School
_ _ Competitivenss of
55. Do you still want to be a
Students
lawyer?
_ _ The Parking Lot
_ _ Yes
_ _ Law Review
_ _ No
_ _ Other (Please Specify)
_ _ Confused
_ _ Never Did
62. Do you think. since your arrival. that the law school has
56. What was your worst ex_ _ Improved
perience in law school?
_ _ Stayed the same
Rule Against Perpetuities ?
_ _ Regressed
Coven's Federal Tax Exam ?
63. Are you pleased that you came
The Diet Coke From 35¢ Soda
to Marshall-Wythe?
Machine ?
_ _ Yes
Making Law Review _ _
_ _ No
_ _ I don't know any dogs
32. Were you particularly
distressed when Cravath , 39. Do you think the law seh 01
Swaine & Moore announced .
system (i .e .. finals . grading )
after a ten year transition
adequately reflects your inperiod, that it was eliminating
telligence and abilities ?
its partners-only restroom ?
_ _ Yes
__ 0
_ _ Yes
__

0

59 .Why do you usually take a
class?
_ _ It's on the bar
_ _ Heard it was easy
_ _ Professor who teaches
_ _ No exam
_ _ Interested in the subject
_ _ Time class offered

40. Do you think the LSAT is accorded too much weight in law
school admissio!'.~ decisions ?
_ _ Yes'
_ _ No
43. How are you feeling today?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No

Politics
19. Do you consider yourseif:
_ _ Libertarian
,Conservative
_ _ Moderate
Liberal
Socialist

==

24. Do you think Ronald Reagan is
telling the truth about the IranContra Arms Scandal?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No

25. If yes , do you think he should
resign?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
26. If no, do you think the press is
blowing the whole scandal out
. of proportion?
_ _ Yes .
_ _ No

21. Who is your Democratic presidential preference?
_ _ Mario Cuomo
_ _ Gary Hart
44. What is your mother's maiden
name? _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ Sam Nunn
_ _ Jesse Jackson
_ _ Joseph Biden
23. Are you particularly impress_ _ Bruce Babbitt
ed with any of the aforemen_ _ Other (Please Specify )
tioned candidates?
_ _ Yes
o

20. Are you a:
_ _ Democrat
_ _ Republican
_ _ Unaffiliated
22. Who is your Republican
preSidential preference?
_ _ Howard Baker
_ _ Bob Dole
_ _ George Bush
_ _ Pat Robertson
_ _ Jack Kemp
_ _ Pierre DuPont
_ _ Other (Please Specify )
31. Do you agree with affirmative
action?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No

-

Reader's Poll,

continued
37. What was your favorite movie
of 1986? _ _ _ _ _ _ __
3S. On Thursday night at 10:00,
are you:
_ _ watching "LA Law"
_ _ at the Greene Leafe
_ _ studying
27. What is your favorite part of
none of the above
The Advocate?
_ _ the hard-hitting news
41. What is your favorite color?
articles
_ _ Persimmon
_ _ the informative
_ _ Cobalt
features
_ _ Ecru
_ _ the editorials
_ _ Plaid
_ _ Cojones
_ _ Flesh
_ _ Toxic Torts
_ _ Dun
_ _ the sports page

Other Stuff

Sex
14. How many nights a week do
you go out? _ _
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51. Would you marry another

lawyer (if unmarried )?
__Yes
_ _ No

50. Who are the worst dressed people are M-W?
Male _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Female _ _ _ _ _ _ __

57. What do you thank God for ,
more than anything else?
5S. As a law student, do you con_ _ Tom Maloney in Fed
sider your self sexually 49. Who are the best dressed peo··
?
Tax
pie at M-W?
_ _ Tom Maloney in U.C.C.
_ _ Active
Male _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ Tom Maloney in T & E
__
. Selective
Female _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Inert
15. Do yo u da te other law
students?
60. If married, are you married to 46. Have you ever smoked
Yes
another law student/lawyer?
marijuana?
_ _ Yes
___ Yes
No
. _ _ No
_ _ No
_ _ Oh, come on
Don 't know
17. If male. how would you rate
the Females of Marsha ll47. Have you ever used cocaine'?
Wythe. l-l0? _ _
IS. Do you consider yourself:
_ _ Yes
_ _ Heterosexual
_ _ No
_ _ Homosexual
_ _ It's a big lie
53. How many times have you had
_ _ Bisexual
sex in the library ?
.
_ _ Asexual
If yes, do you still use cocaine?
_ _ 20-40
_ _ Rarely
_ _ 10-20
_ _ Occasionally
16. If fema le, how would you rate
_ _ 5-10
_ _ Often
the Men of Marshall-Wythe,
1-5
l-l0? _ _
_ _ Not anymore
_ _ Never

2S. What is your least favorite
part of The Advocate?
_ _ the hard-hitting news
articles
_ _ the informative
features
_ _ the editorials
_ _ Cojones
Toxic Torts
_ _ the sports page

30. Lounge Baseball is:
_ _ stupid
_ _ utterly ridiculous
_ _ a waste of time
_ _ a meaningless exercise
in psuedo-machismo
_ _ a nice way for Neal
Cabral to make friends

29. What is your favorite W-M
publication?
_ _ The Advocate
_ _ The Docket
_ _ The William & Mary
Law Review
__ The Colonial Lawyer

4S. Compare and contrast the Surrey Nuclear Power Plant fullcolor evacuation calendars
with the tasty and delicately
balanced house dressing at
The Trellis, taking into account the social relevance of
Zippy the Pinhead cartoons.

Help Wanted
FIRM : Sullivan, Weiss. Wasp & Wealth (also Insurance, Real
Estate, Notary Public )
ADDRESS: 40th Floor, Zekendorf Towers (under construction)
N.Y .. N.'!.
INTERVIEW (S): Erwin Smigl, I. V. Torquemada
DESCRIPTION OF FIRM : The firm is engaged in the general practice of law. It was founded by Langdell Austin Ames in lS04, shortly
before his disbarment. At present, the firm is composed of 175 lawyers,
of whom S are partners. All the partners are direct descendents of
Langdell Austin Ames.
The firm's general law practice is general in nature . That is, many
different types of problems are handled in many different ways, generally for the most part. so to speak. The practice r uns the whole gamut,
from corporate law to corporate law. Particular emphasis is placed on
rich clients. The firm also handles labor problems (on the side of the
employer ). finance problems (on the side of the banks ) and theological
problems (on the side of the angels).
Althoug the firm is somewhat departmentalized, members avoid
specialization. In the course of a single week. a partner may handle 43
separate types of Blue Sky cases. Occasionally, the firm takes on a
criminalla\\' case. to provide variety. Almost as frequently, the dead
are resurrected and the waters of the Nile are parted. Unless it occurs .
in our waiting room. the firm does not handle automobile accident cases
or paternity suits .
A young attorney joining the firm will be given a wide opportul1ity
to handle many different types of cases. As he sits in the library.
researching securities cases. he is encouraged to leaf through the other
cases in the West Reporter Series. during his lunch hour, to see what
is going on in other branches of the law. It is the policy of the firm to
gi\'e young la\\'yers responsibility of their own. It is not unusual for a
man who has been with the firm only a few years to be entrusted with
the parking of a partner's car. Most of a newcomer's time, of course.
\\··ill be spent in polishing up the handle on the big brass door.
The firm is interested in men of character and ability . Grades are
considered as strong evidence of such ability. However. grades are not
the only consideration. Those applicants who are not on the Law Review
\\'ill also be judged on their ability to spin straw into gold.
Interested students are invited to sign their names in blood at the
Placement Office. no later than Midnight. In case of tie . the entry with
the earliest postmark will win. The decision of the judges is final. Those
not accepted are cordially invited to hurl themselves from the nearest
cliff .

(Eds. note: This notice comes to The Ad\'ocate by way of Leigh
Fulwood. an 'S3 1\1-W grad in Seattle. Submitted by Ingrid Hillinger.)

Lounge League Still Boring
Continued from page 8
season and finished in an embarrassing sixth place. Condron,
however, was saddled with Cabral
as a co-manager, so obviou Iy
Condron cannot be blamed totally
for that disappointing finish. This
will be Condron's opportunity to
prove once and for all whether a
New Yorker really knows
anything about baseball or just
talks a good game.
Fowler's Pittsburgh Pirates are
defending regular season champoins and have been in the World
Series each of the last two seasons.
The Pirates, however, may be
hard pressed to repeat their
Series' appearances. Condron
notes, " I wish Brian luck. Maybe
he can : ::prove on last year's
finish when Klein 's late season
plummet was the only thing to
keep Brian out of last place."
The St. Louis Cardinals ar,e
managed by Wayne Milnick , the
manager of last season's world
champions. The league is wondering whether Melnick can repeat
with the Cards or whether he is on
a collision course with the sophomore jinx. In keeping with the boring nature of the NL. the Cardinals ' player moves have been
uneventful so far. Melnick may be
able to lull the rest of the league
to sleep once again, but don't bet
the family jewels yet.

"[ applaud it. How else could we
manage to get so many third year
students to come to school in their
last semester?"
The Philadelphia Phillies are
managed by Tom Cook. Cook is
assisted by apprentice spearcarrier and tobacco chucker J.
Thompson Cravens . The Phillies
were the last team taken in the
draft. Coach Cravens may slow
the Phillies early-season success
until he can be taught that baseballs are not dribbled , but his
down-home witticisms may spur
the scrapping Phillies to post
season play.
The defending world champion
Brooklyn Dodgers are managed
this season by rookie 'ealO Hara.
The Dodgers, under Melnick last
season, had some unbelievably extraordinary pitching performances last season. If Dodger pitchers return to form this season.
O'Ha ra will be hard-pressed to
repeat the team 's success. After
only two games this season. the
Dodger pitchers seem to have
re\'erted to their expected performances. Don Drysdale, with a
sub-1.00 ERA last season. gave up

10 runs and 14 hits in his first
outing this season.
In summation, the NL should be
a dogfight to see who plays the
Giants in the playoff Series. The
AL only has three legitimate contenders, the A's, Indians, and
Yankees, for the two playoff spots.
League mascot/secretary Karen
Wendelken suggests that "Klein's
the one for me. ' when asked about
her prediction. This knowledgeable correspondent, however ,
foresees the survivor of the AL
series, possibly the Yankees.
defeating whoever emerges from
the wearisome and pitching-poor
NL in the World Series.
Regardless of who wins ,
howe\ er. none of the participants
",,;11 be losers. As one faculty
member commented (more or
less ) when discussing the Lounge
League ' I a pplaud it. How else
could we manage to get so many
third year students to come to
school in their last semester?'
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Ed Edmonds:
Sports Mogul

••• Golden I•
•
•I•
•a Plunger ••
•• Award a
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BY PHILLIP STEELE
II Law Librarian Ed Edmonds
had played his cards right, he
might have been an agent
representing sports players for
millions of dollars. Now he only retains indirect connections to professional sports, but Edmonds considers himseif a fortunate man to
be in his position at the age of 35.

Law Librarian in 1978. In 1983, he
became Law Librarian. He was no
stranger to the area. His father
was stationed at Langley Air
Force Base in the '60s, and he
remembers
how
small
Williamsburg was-you could
park in front of the thea tre on DOG
street, and the pottery factory was
a couple of buildings where only
pottery was made.

" From the time I was kid I've
always been interested in sports,"
Edmonds says, though his participation as a youngster was
limited to being a manager. He
pursued that interest at the
University of Toledo law school,
writing a note on a sports law case
and keeping up on sports law
developments.

Since then, Williamsburg grew
and William and Mary along with
it. Edmonds was here in 1980 when
the law school " made the move"
from the main campus to its present location. He considers making
tha t move smoothly to be one of his
biggest accomplishments. Almost
100,000 volumes were moved in ten
days from the old school shelves to
the new ones.

But the industry is a hard one to
break into, according to Edmonds.
As an example he cites the fact
that there are more leaguecertified

Cfgt:U~

to Uegotidte for

pro football players than there are
players. He said the pool of agents
has increased as the money to be
earned in pro sports grew.
" There are a limited number of
players. Most people get into it
[being an agent] by happenstance.
I had a couple of friends from
Notre Dame who played pro ball,
but ... " and he trails off with a
note of doubt.
Sports wasn't his only hobby ; he
was a Civil War history buff and
collected books on the war as well
as sports. He laughed and admitted he may Cit the librarian
stereotype, " I collected books, I
liked to read, I liked to hunt for
something in reference and then
go out and find it. "
He used the interest to set
himself apart from other prospective law students. " I knew I
wouldn't go to one of the top law
schools, and I had no ties to a
place" because his father was in
the Air Force, making him a
military brat, " he says.
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After managing a doubling of
the number of volumes in a decade
to over 200,000 in 1985, in the future
Edmonds ...ants tQ ilttprot-c the

reference services for students

and especially faculty. "We are
seeing more of an emphasis on
researching and writing by the
faculty," he says, which comes
with .the desire to boost the
school 's reputation.
He enjoys confronting the
challenges of automating the
reference, circulation and reserve
data bases. Aside from improving
the library, a personal goal is to
write some articles on sports law.
Otherwise, he seemed pleased
with his position. " This is a nice
area ; I have three small children.
And I'm at a quality institution
with a good reputation."
Part of his contentment comes
from staying involved with his lifelong concern, sports. Edmonds
teaches a seminar on Sports and
Entertainment Law and collects
baseball cards. He has a
" cigarette card" dating from circa 1920 and a Pete Rose rookie
card worth $300. For the past three
years, he has been a member of
the Marshall-Wythe All-time AlIStar Baseball League (Lounge
League Baseball) , which plays a
board game involving probbabilities based on individual
. player ratings and luck based on
the dice.

So he earned a Masters in
Library Science at the University
of Maryland before he applied to
law school. He explained that most
people go to law school first and
then get their masters. He figured
he would either go into library
And after a lot of vicarious parwork or the masters degree would tiCipation as a manager, writer,
at least ermance his background teacher, collector and board
for work in a law firm .
player, Edmonds finally got to
'come off the bench' last year to
He chose the former and went help The Love Cows win a softball
from law school directly to championship in the campus inMarshall-Wythe as an Associate i tramural league.

PS C/kxk

Look familiar? Send your best snubbing to Dean
Kaplan and the First Annual M-W Golden Plunger Rejection Letter Contest. Entries are due February 9, 1987.

·Isler Wins
Pompous Contest
BY STEVE MULROY
I am pleased to announce, in
response to absolutely no requests,
that the voting results of the first
Marshall-Wythe
Gratuitous
Anonymous Survey are final.
Scores of very random people
were asked, " What's the most
pompous piece of music you can
think of? " The top 20 GAS nominations were put up for the unmonitored voting, with the grand
(and only) prize to go to the person who submitted the winning
entry.
Eddie Isler won handily with his
submission of To All The.Girls I've
Loved Before, which netted a
whopping 17 votes. This song also

received a write-in " special Williams. "Anything on the PTL
award " for most " condescending, Club" also got a nomination, as did
arrogant, and sexist. I Write the my personal favorite , " Anything
Songs and My Way were the top Mulroy sa'ys (even if it's not a
runners up, with 12 and 18 votes, . song)." Other notable entries were
Zulu Warrior (?) and " Let Me
respectively.
"Sports hatred" songs proved Entertain You song by Tina Louise
popular, as the write-in candidates as 'Ginger Grant ' 'Gilligan 's
Island' " (?? ).
The Dream: Let's Go Mets(go)
came close with 13 votes, followLucky winner Isler has his
ed by Hail to the Redskins with 12. choice of a six-pack (we won't yet
Another popular (though dis- say of what) or a 20 min. recording
qualified) type of entry was the of Robin Leach narration.
Thanks to all who participated,
" Anything By . .. " entry. Among
the individuals so honored were and special thanks to whoever it
the Boston Pops, Elton John, was who showed me the correct
Barry Manilow, and John way to spell " Moussorgsky."
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Archie Harris Tackles Books'and .B alls
BY BILL POWER

You could not have missed big
number 72 on the gridiron at Cary
Field this season. but if you were
not fortunate enough to see the
Tribe play this season, you certainly must have seen 6'6", 270
pound first year Archie Harris
walking the halls of MarshallWythe. Harris just ended his fivevear career as offensive to the AllECAC team. honorable mention on
the I-AA All-American team , and
his invitation to the annual BlueGrey
game.
Such
accomplishments on the field , while
simultaneously tackling his first
semester of law school, are quite
a feat and Archie certainly
represents the admirable balance
this College has sought to pursue.
A 220 lb. offensive tackle for
Richmond's Jefferson Hugenot
Wythe High School. Harris ' ability earned him a position in the
State All-Star game, but because
of his slim build, some colleges
were skeptical about his future .
Attracted by his performance in
the classroom as well as on the
field , William and Mary pursued
Harris who accepted a full
scholarship. Being able to remain
close to home and attend a school
with an excellent academic
reputation weighed heavily in his
decision.
Archie red-shirted his freshman
year ana. suItereu a ~prdined knee
during his sophomore year . As he
built up and began to fit in to the
William and Mary program. his
skills improved as well and his
success culminated this past
season. Pursuing the studentathlete. William and Mary certainly found a wi nner with Archie
Harris.
(The follow ing is a recent interview I had with Archie.)
B.P .: Archie, having spent five
years here at William and Mary,
are you happy with your choice?
A. H.: Yes, I think it has worked
out well. Maybe I could have gotten a little more recognition at a
bigger school, but everything has .
worked out.

B.P .: How many hours a week did
football take up last semester?
A.H.: When you break down the
scholarship money saved, it comes
to about $1.52 per hour put into the
sport. On the average, we practiced 2 - 3 hours a day, five days
a week. had one-hour meetings
every day with a three-hour
meeting on Sunday lifted twice a
week for 2 - 3 hours, and put in a
full day on Saturdays.
B.P .: That's a lot of time. Ifmust
have been pretty hard taking law
school classes at the same time.
A.H.: Yes, it was tough to do both.
I was very tired most of the time.
but I found law school interesting.
I'm glad I'll have more time to put
into it this semester.
B.P.: Well , how did you feel the
season went overall?
A. H. : Overall, I think it was my
best season. I was able to refine
my techniques and I felt comfortable with my position. Also, the
team was winning. We were 9 - 3
for the season. As a lineman it s
tough to get much satisfaction out
of a game unless you win.
B.P .: What happened in the
playoff game against Delaware?
A.H.: You have to compare the
two games we played against
them this season. In the first, we
made three interceptions and
recovered two fumbles . Things
went our way, and we won. In the
second game, we had the turnovers , and they didn 't have any .
When they go the wrong way, you
get out of your game plan and
you 're playing catch-up ball.
B.P.: You were selected for the
tilue-Grey game this year. Huw
are players chosen for this postseason game?
A. H. : The pro scouts get together
with a list of the players who are
not going to a bowl game and pick
from that.
B.P.: How did the game go?
A. H.: It was a lot of fun. We,played
down in Montgomery, Alabama . I
played for the Grey but we lost 31
- 7. We didn ' t have any
quarterbacks .
B.P. : Have you been contacted by
any professional teams and what
do you think your prospects are?
A.H. : Yes , I have talked to most
of the teams . First, the scouts will
select 350 players who wiII par:
ticipate in a number of tests like

Archie Harris, M-\V's only varsity football player_

running , welghtllltlOg , 10telligence, personality, and drug
tests. Then they \vill rate you and
the individual teams wiII invite
you out for workouts. I have
talked with the Denver Broncos
about playing center, but most
teams would want me to play
guard.
B.P.: Do you want to play pro
ball ?
A.H .: Most definitely I want to
play. I think it would be a good opportunity to make quick money
and it would not preclude doing
other things . I could finish law
school at night or in the off-season.
B.P. : I see your dad at the Tribe
games. Are your parents big supporters of your career?

A.H.: on yes! My mom nas
become an avid football fan in the
last few years. In fact she can
name most of the linemen in professional football today. Dad
comes to all the games and has
been doing so since high school. He
caught a sideline pass in the BlueGrey game.
B.P. : To change the subject for a
minute, what do you think about
the mandatory testing that has
been proposed for the athletes here
at William and Mary?
A.H.: I don't like it! I think it's an
invasion of privacy and it's unconstitutional. It's not down the
line. A player like Bosworth of
Oklanoma gets suspended for
steroids but wouldn't get suspend-

ed for IIlarijui:llli:I. Alsu, it's not

100%, it's only 95% accurate. We
were tested only one week before
the playoffs. If you tested positive
and were accused. there was not
enough time to appeal the decision
and you would miss the first game.
This means that 5% of the players
tested could be falsely accused and
miss the first game, and hundreds
of players are tested. Why hold
college athletes to that degree of
scrutiny? We are not being paid,
at least not at William and Mary.
B.P. : Archie, when is the draft?
A.H.: April 28th. The day of my
Civil Procedure exam.
B.P. : Well, good luck! I'm sure
alot of people around here are interested in how it turns out for you.

Lounge Base ball Bores Everyone
BY RED KLEIN DEIST
The Spring 1987 Lounge League
Baseball season began last week
with a whisper whilst flurries and
fears of flurries of snow chilled
many teams ' opening days .
Similarly. addlebrained trading by
General Manager Neal Cabral has
chiiled his Detroit Tigers ' chances
of a winning season. League officials are planning an extensive
battery of urine tests to determine
whether to rescind Cabral's trades
on account of his incapacity. Tests
to date have only revealed a pronounced deficiency of steroids. As
evidence of his impairment, when
asked for a quote regarding the
Tigers. the normally rambling and
bombastic Cabral could come up
\liith no comment.
Besides the Tigers , the other
teams in the American League are
the Chicago Cubs . Boston Braves:

Philadelphia A's, Cleveland Indians, and the New York Yankees.
Doug Klein, sporting his cute
beret. manages the Cubs and is
ready to extend his string of cellar
finis hes . (He rode the cross-town
White Sox to a last place finish last
semester with losses in the last 11
games of the season. )
Klein managed to haIt his personal loss streak in this season's
open ing game against Rob
Laney 's Braves. Rookie manager
Laney has not been able to make
any significant trades , whining
about some oral a rgument averting his attention from the far more
arduous task of team analysis and
construction , Laney and his
misplaced priorities look to be in
strong contention to underplay the
Cubs and nudge them out of the
·cellar.

Bob Scott's Yankees are the preseason
American
League
favorites . The Yankees, however ,
are not shoo-ins for two reasons.
First, they still are somewhat less
effective against lefty pitchers.
Second, Mr. Scott does not place
himself near the playing area frequently enough and league officials are considering appropriate
sanctions ..
The A's have won the World
Series twice and finished in a tie
for the regular season championship in the last three seasons.
Manager Clai Richardson feels
that the A's have a good shot at
making the AL playoffs and even
winning the World Series this
season. The A's biggest disadvantage is that Richardson is probably
the most well-balanced of the
otherwise demented managers in

the AL.
Finally, the Cleveland Indians
are managed by Tom Cook and
are a strong threat to make the AL
playoffs. With the leadership of the
brillant field general Cook, (Eds.
note: Please excuse the egregious
typesetting error.) who has taken
every team he has ever managed
to the World Series, the Indians
are definitely a contender in what
should be a three-team AL pennant chase.
The National League is not
blessed with the fustian managers
that haunt the AL. Notwithstanding the taciturn NL managers, the
league race should produce fireworks. Except for Ed Edmonds'
Reds, every team is a legitimate
candidate for a playoff slot. In
keeping with the character of his
outside avocation of library sCien-

tist, Edmonds gave only a two
word description of the Reds ' prospects, "long season. " The Toledo
Tornado should not have been so
true to his Ohio roots by selecting
the Reds ; if one lives for Ohio, one
deserves to be sucked into the
mire with the rest of the pig iron.
Pete Condron's New York
Giants are the overwhelming
favorite.to run away and hide from
the rest of the I"I'L. Condron's
roommate and
opposition
manager Brian Fowler commented that, " The Giants are oh
oh so tough. I only thank God (ed.
note: and S1. Patrick) that Condron is managing so the rest of the
league has a chance. " Spectators
should note that Condron had the
pre-season favorite Yankees last
Continued on Page Six

